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Well, Summer time is upon us and closing fast, it has been a hot and
dry summer. I am actually looking forward to the beginng of fall. This summer
has brought about many fantastic events, from the Counts Rod run to our
Swap Meet. Both events had a great turn out. It is always nice to see familiar
faces and visit with new attendees.

This summer has also brought about new things for our club house,
Glen Schild and Dennis Vollmer installed seamless gutters on our club house,
which was a great addition, so a huge thanks to those guys for lining that up.
Also big thanks go out to Skip Abell for installing a sprinkler system at the club
house. Steve Kroger and Skip Abell have been maintaining the club property
all summer, by watering, mowing, and weed eating, so thank you both for
your attention to detail. It really shows visitors that we have pride in our club
house.

All right on to other events that have taken place this summer so far. Many
local car shows have popped up this year, everything for the Dakota Spring
Fling to Belle Fourche car show. There have been a lot so far, and for me it
makes it very hard to keep track of points for the club members due to the
fact that many shows run over one another, but the one show that really
stood out this year was the Rapid City Downtown Car show In July.

The Rapid City Downtown Car show In July grew almost twice its size since
last year, and for me it was amazing to see some of the cars that have been
hidden away behind closed garage doors for so long and emerge into the
sunlight of the R.C. Downtown show. Many of the cars at this show I had
never seen before, it was like they just appeared out of thin air. I do want to
mention a special thank you to all of our Rod Runners that stayed over an ex-
tra day to attend the R.C. Downtown Car Show.

Now to the business side of life the Counts are gearing up for our annual
Awards Banquet in Nov. We are looking for volunteers to help make this one
a big deal as were are in our 55th. year . so if you interested please speak with
Jim N.

I know it is a bit early, but the Car Show is always on my mind, and we are still
looking for a few good men to assist us on the car
show committee. If you are interested in lending a
helping hand contact myself or Devlon at a weekly
meeting.

Well it has been a great summer so far, and let hope
it continues in the same manner. Chad



NOSTALGIC ITEMS and PICTURES
Here’s an “oldie but goodie. This is a copy of the 1983 #1 windshield sticker that was the entry

of Jim and Pam Dorland of Sterling, Colorado. Jim lives in Eaton, CO. now and was at our 44th Black
Hills Rod Run this summer and had a very nice ‘34 Plymouth roadster.

He let me borrow some vintage 1983 photos of that ‘83 BHRR. See if anybody looks familiar. JN

Comments on how to improve the quality and information we give you? Just call
Jim at 605-390– 2238 or Tom at 415-7441 and give us your ideas!

Our plans are to update parts of the online Streetin’ News as the new info
comes in. So check us out often.. The editors
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Last minute flash. I received a phone call from Dale Sump, West Central NSRA Division Director . He said
to spread the word that he is looking for a new South Dakota State NSRA Representative. I had this job for 33
years and I can fill you in on the benefits and responsibilities of being a National Street Rod Assn. Official and
what you can do to help promote the street rodding sport in our state. It’s not all work and there are some
great benefits .Call or E-mail me at Jim Neuzil, studeman40@hotmail.com or call me at 605-390-2238

Well, this summer may be a record breaking hot one, but that sure hasn’t stopped the weekend car shows from
popping up all over. If you find a weekend without a show within 100 miles you aren’t looking very hard.

As you can see by the show coverage in this issue it has been a record summer for going to weekend car
shows. The past years smaller shows are getting bigger each year and there seems to be no cap on the really
big shows as the Back to the 50’s in St Paul, over 12,000 cars, attests to. You sure can’t say the old car hobby
is shrinking. I think the fact that the high dollar cars are not bringing as much at the big auctions means it’s
easier for “Joe Average” to pick up a really nice car more in his price range, way below what it would have

cost to have someone build it for him!

I want to thank all the fine rodders that made the trip from Arizona and Texas to
the Black Hills Rod Run this year. They seemed to be having a great time and
stayed for the Cruiser Car Show downtown Rapid City on Sunday and also made a
trip to the Gorman’s A & A Antique Auto Museum on Monday. Dan gave them
the super tour and was appreciative of some real class car people checking out that
place. It’s a cool place!

As I’ve said before, the Counts don’t set around much and the 3rd annual summer
Swap Meet is a good example of what we do accomplish.

We have had several cruise nights with up to 20 plus members and cars taking part in the fun We even toured
out to the Rapid City Regional Airport and went through their multi million dollar Fire Station built with Fed-
eral tax dollars and saw one of 2 brand new $750,000 fire trucks that are diesel powered and that are manned
by 2 firemen that never get out of the truck. Pretty impressive, Our tax dollars at work!!!

We are fast approaching another milestone in our club history, our 55th anniversary in October of this year.
Hopefully we will be putting on a great celebration Awards Banquet and Anniversary Party. Keep your eyes
and ears open for more on this event. Jim. Neuzil, editor





Counts 44th annual Black Hills Rod Run, July 6 7hru 8th 2012 Cont’d

One thing the Counts are known for at their Black Hills Rod Run
is ‘CRUISIN’. You don’t set around very much as we have so many places
to go and see. This year was no exception as the Saturday cruise left at
9 AM and got back around 3 PM. Over 150 miles were covered and
some very neat scenery and back roads were covered. Several stops
were made for pit stopping’ and to check out the sights.

Toward the last leg of the tour we made a trip to Monny Tru-
man’s house up near Highway16 and drove by his home where he was
out in his wheelchair and got to see all the cars. Monny has had a seri-
ous battle with throat cancer and just returned from Dallas, TX.
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Cruisin the scenic Black Hills Strret rods coming and going There were tunnels too

What you don’t see on a rod run Lined up to go on the next leg Parked at the club house

’Doc” from Arizonab had a neat Another ‘cool’ Ford Steve Kroger has this neat Stude

1939 Ford delivery

“pit stop at Pactola Lake the ‘ultimate’ Rat Rod Denny Volmer’s cool roadster
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44th Annual Black Hills Rod Run 2012 continued

The cars at the Pactola Reservoir rest stop

Awards time on Saturday night Heading out on another tour Way “COOL” Lincoln coupe

We even had a ‘Trouble Truck’ on the tour Nice variety of cars Stop at Pactola Lake

Joe presents top 5 award to Ron Meis Jim Dorland was back after 29 years!!! Pit stop at Pactola overlook

Really nice ‘50 Olds sedan Sharp 1956 Chevy 210 sedan



The 44th Annual Black Hills Rod Run by Jim Neuzil Photos by Janet Herr and Jim Neuzil
This summer has been very hot and dry so we were expecting more of the same come rod run dates of

July 6th, 7th and 8th. Much to our surprise the weather was slightly overcast which kept the temps down in the
mid 80’s and we even had a little rain on Friday night

The count was up with around 62 registered cars and around 30 Counts members taking part in the
cruises. There were 9 cars that made the trek up from Arizona, one from Texas, several from Minnesota, Wis-
consin, Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska and Iowa. There was a gentleman from Florida and 2 couples from Cali-
fornia. In all there were 10 states represented. I had a chance to visit with many new faces and quite a few old
friends. I have managed to attend all 44 of the Black Hills Runs so I’ve met a lot of people over the years.

On Friday a unmanned Poker Run took place covering approx. 135 miles. A map with questions was
handed out to those that bought in and the one with the most answers right picked up to 8 cards. The best hand
with their top 5 card was the winner. Worst hand was a winner too!

Friday evening brought on the White Elephant gift exchange. This fun event lasted a couple of hours
and was hosted by Garry McLaughlin. It was fun for all. This was followed by an ice cream social.

Continued on next page .
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FFlorida Mustang was along way from home Nice local Charger Wild graphic “Yosemite
Sam”

Arizona ‘36 Ford Larry and Cathy Johnson’s IHC 1939 Chevy from Arizona

Street machines galore Nice early 50’s Chevy pickup

Counts pres Mark’s ‘58 Chev PU Nice pair of Chevys



The RON and RITA MEIS Tour, June 16th. 2012 by the Counts Car Club
It was a beautiful sunshiny day that the Counts were invited to go to lead, SD and take a tour thru Ron
Meis’s newly finished ultimate man cave. Ron has been building and collecting hot rods for many years and
was living in Cheyenne, Wyoming mostly until 6 years ago when they purchased a house in lead, SD. Being
a avid biker and always attending the Sturgis Rally, it was only natural to buy a home in the Black Hills.
Rita said it was way to windy to stay living in Cheyenne so the move tom the Black Hills came easy. Of
course home and property remodeling came first followed last fall by the major MAN CAVE SHOP that
was finished just 6 months ago. You cant find nicer people than Ron and Rita and they were very gracious
showing everybody on the tour all around this fabulous shop and upstairs 50’s DINER and play room. If
you have a group of car guys that would be interested in touring the Ron and Rita Meis shop give Ron a call
and make reservations. It’s a sight to behold! Lets have the pictures finish telling the story..

Entrance to the shop 1933 Ford cabriolet 1937 Ford slant back sedan

All steel “32 Hiboy Unbelievable 1940 Ford crew cab PU Radical ‘49 Merc leadslead

Ron’s favorite, 1941 Willys coupe, Big block powered RON and RITA MEIS
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Part 2 of 2

Ron's radical custom ‘50 Mercury has all the right era mods including 4” chop, frenched lights

Very nice leather upholstery Very radical BB Chevy V8 and 700R4

Ron has a couple of cool Harleys Mural of Merc on Diner cabinets More Diner memorabilia

Ron’s dad had a drug store It says it all!!!! Caddy couch and ‘57 Chevy bar
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Thanks to Jim Neuzil for inviting us to join the Counts Car Club with the Lead SD, tour of
the Ron and Rita Meis collection and their fantastic shop and second story 'man cave'! Ron
Meis has built a shop for his street rod collection that is on par with anything you will ever
see see on cable tv, and the cars in their collection are truly world class also. When talking
to him you will find him most knowledgeable of the hobby and the most genuine, humble,
and interesting person to converse with. What a rare opportunity to visit with them and
their street rod heaven right here in western South Dakota !

Ron's shop is beyond description, but here is a taster: spotless floor with red/white check-
erboard diamond tread tile, one complete wall covered with stainless and black tool chests,
meticulously clean power tools ready to work (yes i did see metal drilling and cutting debris
in the garbage can so this guy knows how to work and clean up afterwards!), a 'show car
clean collection' of 1932-33-37-40-50 Ford street rods plus the most awesome '40 Willis
Coupe and chopped '50 Merc Coupe you can imagine on display, and just enough of nostal-
gic signs, memorabilia, and pictures to set the sanitary walls off perfectly.

Upstairs is relaxation to the max with a chrome-deco accent bar area, bath, office, and
even a 'nap room' for those extended work sessions. Ron and Rita graciously greeted each
guest personally and offered cold refreshments to fiend off the warm weather. Truly a spe-
cial opportunity to visit and get to know one of the most enthusiastic street rodders right
here in our own Black Hills of South Dakota. Thank you again Ron and Rita!
Denny Henrickson

Ron staneds next to his favorite car Shop is complete with working tools

This shop is super sano and useable Just one side of the main floor



Editors note… This article was taken from the currant issue of WEBRODDER an online newsletter done by a
former Counts member, Doc (farrmboy) Frohmader and is his personal opinion and possibly worth consider-
ing!

Thinking on what I wanted to include in this NewsLetter and it dawned on me that some things have
gelled recently that need some attention. I am a little hesitant about opening this can of worms up. For
some people, most of them not part of this little group, uncomfortable facts and anything that doesn't
directly benefit themselves are unfamiliar territory. That's sad because this issue has been quietly do-
ing a lot of damage and the mis-information and outright lies surrounding it have led some very good
people to make very bad decisions. The subject is ethanol.

I'll make this brief. It takes more energy to make ethanol that it provides. It takes the equivalent of 1.2
gallons of some petroleum based fuel to make 1 gallon of the stuff. What you get is something that
has less energy – it takes 1.7 times as much ethanol to make the same energy as gasoline. The deci-
sion to burn our food has not only resulted in extraordinary increases in our own food prices, but has
killed many many thousands of people who can no longer afford to feed themselves. The actual eco-
logical footprint of ethanol is higher than gasoline so even that is no excuse. No net benefit, a few rich
corporations getting richer, and all of us get to pay for it. Despite the fact that farmers are getting
more per bushel because we are burning our food, I think if you sit down and do the math, you'll find
they are getting screwed just like the rest of us – so we can't and won't lay this fiasco at the feet of
hard-working farmers. They may actually be getting hammered! even worse, whether or not they
know the reasons. Sitting here in Iowa as I write this, I am led to understand that the boom in corn has
led to a lot of new debt and many are concerned that when the rug is finally pulled they will be in ter-
rible financial trouble in many cases.

But the message here I want to talk about is the damage to our projects. Ethanol eats parts. It melts or
makes sealing parts, diaphragms, and O-rings hard and brittle. It contributes to the premature failure
of our vintage engines, small engines, motorcycle engines, etc. It makes our engines eat more fuel.
And whether you are aware of it or not, performance and efficiency are down because our carburetors
are not designed to use it and the modern fuels are no longer formulated for them. To get carbureted
engines to work as they should on this stuff requires professional recalibration and modification. And
one more thing: It either melts or make brittle our fuel lines and that could mean your favorite ride
becomes a towering inferno.

If you want to see this in action, look into the history of how NASCAR came to run fuel injection.
First it was sponsorship money that made them use ethanol blends. Then they discovered there was
too much damage being done – cars were flushed and dumped after races to prevent the damage.
Then, with even more sponsorship money, we find that to quell all the complaints about damage and
inconsistent fuel mixtures and engine problems, NASCAR finally caved and went with EFI to try to
prevent some if not all of the problems. Now look at all the engine failures and wonder why...

I discovered this when I found my daily driver was leaking fuel. I ended up pulling the tank and find-
ing that the fuel lines installed just 2 years ago had become brittle and had cracked. The fuel was run-
ning out near the exhaust pipe. I got lucky and saw the drips when I visited a friend and parked on a
nice clean concrete pad. How long have YOUR fuel lines been installed? One high-end restored car
collector/builder changes his lines every few months because he sees the damage and is not willing to
risk his investments. Many sources ask that you dump your fuel tank if the car is going to sit more
than a couple months. Do people like this go through the effort for nothing, or is your project at risk?
At the least I would think you'd want to look into this and decide for yourself how you want to deal
with it.
Continued on next page
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Now, I have changed the lines, installed steel lines to replace most of the rubber, and then added
something new to me. If you look, you will find a few of the rubber parts manufacturers have be-
gun marketing ethanol resistant fuel line. It ain't cheap – up to 6 bucks a foot. However, it does use
what we have for technology to delay the lines failing. It does NOT stop it. Right now we have no
compound commercially available that will resist ethanol’s attack permanently. But this should last
a good long time – especially in combination with reducing the actual flexible line to just necessary
connections at places where it can be regularly checked before the fire starts.
Look, there are lots of parts and solutions put there being advertised that are meant to mitigate the
damage from ethanol. Some work. Major companies like Gates Rubber are doing this. Any number
of companies are trying to find an additive that will keep the ethanol in suspension, stop the hydro-
philic (water-attracting) tendency from watering your fuel, and reduce the damage to both steel and
rubber parts. With all this activity, it has to be obvious, if not politically correct, that the nasty stuff
is bad for our projects. Wishing will not keep it from being so.

So what I am saying is that there IS a problem. Ignoring it will not fix it. While returning to sanity
and giving up a scheme that even AL Gore has admitted to be foolish and not ecologically sound is
less likely, at the least we should be protecting what we have. Going to 15% ethanol will be a disas-
ter. Even in Iowa on the pumps you'll see a warning that says the 15% is only for flex fuel vehicles.
(In south Dakota, they are trying to replace 87 octane fuel with 85 because it is the base fuel for the
ethanol-laced stuff. I can see the pistons melting, the cacophony of detonation, and the end of many
an engine.) Almost all of your older engines will stop working or soon be damaged so badly as to
be junk unless you step in. Carbs will be much harder if even possible to continue to use unless
both carbs and distributors are re-calibrated – not cheap. I suggest you look into what is out there
that can prolong the life of your project or you will lose it. It's hard to ! go anywhere these days
where real working mechanics and parts people aren't working at figuring out solutions for all the
problems this stuff has created. Hell, they are even selling non-ethanol fuel at the hardware stores
for small engines – by the quart!

I don't have all the answers. People like me are struggling to try to protect our hobby and business-
es from the attack brought on by well-intentioned but misguided people who thought the idea of
growing fuel was a great idea with no consequences. Those unintended consequences are now bit-
ing us right in the shorts. Is it too much to ask that you educate yourselves? Can you find people
who do NOT have a lot of profits to protect (like big agri-business corporations who own the corn-
ethanol industry) that will provide the truth and help you understand that this is important if you
intend to continue owning and driving your hot rods, customs, muscle cars, antiques, and classic?
Or, for that matter, two-stroke engines and many air-cooled motorcycle engines? Or that even the
car you are buying new today will eventually end up with some of the same problems? Please,
guys, consider me to be a canary in the coal mine and either start to deal with this problem or de-
cide I am fu! ll of crap. At least I will have caused you to make an informed decision you can be
content with.

Doc (Farmboy) Frohmader
WebRodder

Continued from page 10
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Story by Jim Neuzil
It was a hot June 23rd when we trekked to the southern
hills. This was the second Classic Car Show put on by
Sam Pierce and his son in Hot Springs, SD. Over 80 en-
tries filled the grassy lot across from the Vets Club park-
ing lot where it was held last year.
The entries were quite varied as there were street rods,
classic cars, antiques street machines, pickups and motor-
cycles in attendance.

My thoughts on the cars in attendance were that there
were a lot of new faces and cars. This show has a lot of
trophies and a top prize of $1000 for peoples choice. This
years winner was a restored 1958 red Chevy Impala con-
vertible that was very nice. Another car that was very im-
pressive was a ground hugging 1955 orange and white
Chevy convertible from Wyoming.

The town had many activities for everyone to participate
in. Parade, Miss SD Pageant and a craft fair in the park.
Great day in Hot Springs!

Our own ‘Shakey Jack’ was there

One very nice ‘57 Bel Air Chevy

Rapid City ‘55 Crown Victoria is nice

Editors favorite was this Wyo. ‘55 Chevy

Another Wyo. Chevy PU was very cool

This wild street rod Dodge was a winner
too
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This 1958 tri-power Impala convert was the big winner Nice 1959 Dodge and 1968 Camaro

One of several T buckets

Really nice 1959 retractable

Unusual late 30’s Pontiac sedan Very clean Dodge Charger

You don’t see many 1960 T Birds
Variety was the name of the game!!!
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